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Abstract
Metastatic gastric tumors (MGTs) mean the tumor cells that attack the stomach and grow there through blood vessel, lymph vessel, and 
other pathway, consistent with the primary tumor in phenotype, which are clinically uncommon, and information on MGTs is generally 
limited to single case reports. Here we present a clinical series of 8 cases with MGTs, in attention to discuss the clinical characteristics, 
diagnosis and treatment, and prognosis of MGTs. Our data showed that MGTs are rare, with a male predominance, and the cause of 
death was multiple organ metastases in most cases. Heterochromous MGTs showed a significantly better prognosis than simultaneous 
MGTs, and a long interval between initial radical excision of the primary tumor and appearance of gastric metastasis was found to be 
associated with good prognosis.

Introduction
Metastatic gastric tumor (MGT), namely secondary gastric tumor, means the tumor cells that attack the stomach and grow there 
through blood vessel, lymph vessel, and other pathway, consistent with the primary tumor in phenotype, whereas the canceration 
of ectopic tissue such as ectopic pancreas, however, belongs not to MGT, because of its primary characteristic [1]. As gastric 
metastases are clinically uncommon, information on MGTs is generally limited to single case reports. Here we present a clinical 
series of 8 cases with MGTs, in attention to discuss the clinical characteristics, diagnosis and treatment, and prognosis of MGTs.

Between January 1990 and December 2012, a total of 6940 patients with gastric tumors in our hospital disclosed 8 cases of MGTs. 
The primary tumors were adenocarcinoma of distal esophagus (2 cases), melanoma in foot (2 cases), hepatocellular carcinoma 
(1 case), small-cell undifferentiated carcinoma of lung (1 case), clear-cell carcinoma of kidney (1 case), and atypical medullary 
carcinoma of breast (1 case). The diagnosis was made based on findings in the endoscopic or surgical specimen, and patients with 
malignant lymphoma or direct invasion from adjacent organs were excluded. Of these, 3 were discovered in surgical specimens and 
5 at autopsy. MGTs were detected simultaneously with the primary tumors in 6 and afterward in 2 patients at 24 and 72 months, 
respectively. Multiple organ metastases were present simultaneously in 2 patients. Although 6 patients underwent gastrectomy, 
macroscopic eradication of MGT was accomplished in only 4, of whom a UICC R0 resection was possible in only 3. Clinical data 
of each case was listed in Table 1-3.

Clinical data

Results from the cases
According to the data in our hospital, MGTs had a highly low incidence, accounting for only 0.12% (8/6490) of gastric tumors. 
The gender ratio (male/female) was 3:1 (6:2), suggesting a male predominance, while the median age of the patients was 58.5 years 
(range, 38-74). The data showed a life span from 2 months to over 10 years, with a median life span of 8.5 months.

The clinical characteristic was major in nonspecific digestive symptoms such as epigastralgia, melena, hematemesis, anemia, 
dysphagia, etc, usually difficult to discriminate from primary gastric carcinoma. The final diagnosis of gastric tumor was based on 
the pathology of the gastrectomy specimen in 4 patients and by endoscopic biopsy in all 8 cases. The tumor size ranged from 10 
to 72 mm (median 19.5 mm). The metastatic site tend to be the upper stomach, when the primary site was esophagus, while other 
primary tumors resulted in the middle or lower stomach as the metastatic site. 
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Treatment for primariesHistologic typePrimary organNationalityAgeSexPatient No.

neoadjuvant chemotherapy + ResectionModerately differntiated adenocarcinomaEsophagusHan70M1

ResectionSignet ring cell carcinomaEsophagusKazak38M2

NoMelanomaFoot skinHan47M3

NoMelanomaFoot skinHan58F4

ChemotherapyHepatocellular carcinomaLiverHan43M5

ChemotherapySmall-cell undifferentiated carcinomaLungHan74M6

ResectionClear-cell carcinomaKidneyUygur66M7

Resection + ChemotherapyAtypical medullary carcinomaBreastHan59F8

Table 1: Cliniopathological findings of primary tumors

Serum CEA level (ng/ml)NTSize(mm)Location (third)MGT-free interval(Months)SymptomPatient No.

7.4163315upper0Dysphagia1

130.5793421upper0Hematemesis2

3.9742472middle + lower0Anemia3

2.6682318lower0Epigastralgia4

3.8711440middle0Epigastralgia5

4.1830310middle0Melena6

1.9020213lower72Melena7

2.081424lower24Epigastralgia8

Cause of deathSurvival after MGT 
(days)Simultaneous metastatic site ChemotherapyGastrectomy 

(Curability)Patient No.

Petitoneal metastases1096NoYesCure (B)1

Multiple organ metastases98NoNoCure (C)2

Multiple organ metastases68Liver, boneNoNo3

Multiple organ metastases95Liver, lungNoNo4

Multiple organ metastases158NoNoNo5

Lung cancer365NoNoNo6

NoOver 10 yearsNoNo (Interferon)Cure (B)7

NoOver 3 yearsNoYesCure (B)8

Table 2: Cliniopathological findings of metastatic gastric tumors (MGTs)

Table 3: Clinical course after detection of MGT

B: No residual disease    
C: Definite residual disease

CT scan were useful for noninvasive assessment for estimation of the degree of tumor penetration through the gastrointestinal 
wall. The serum carcino-embryonic antigen (CEA) level was usually higher with a primary adenocarcinoma of esophagus, whereas 
the contrary condition was shown with other primary tumors.
Simultaneous MGT was diagnosed when the primary tumor was adenocarcinoma of distal esophagus, melanoma, hepatocellular 
carcinoma, or small-cell undifferentiated carcinoma of lung, while heterochromous MGT was diagnosed with the primary tumor 
of clear-cell carcinoma of kidney or atypical medullary carcinoma of breast, respectively in 6 years and 2 years after surgery, both 
cases as old patients, who received adjuvant treatment after surgery, and the primary tumor didn’t recur at the same site but re-
sulting in distant metastasis. 6 cases had solitary gastric metastasis and 2 cases had metastases in other locations including liver, 
bone, lung, etc. There were no significant differences in age, gender, nationality, or tumor location between solitary metastasis and 
multiple metastases. Heterochromous MGTs showed a significant better prognosis than simultaneous MGTs, and a long interval 
between initial radical excision of the primary tumor and appearance of gastric metastasis was found to be associated with better 
outcome. The cause of death was multiple organ metastases in most cases. 
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To choose a effective scheme is difficult, especially for neoadjuvant chemotherapy, so surgery should be made a priority for 
consideration, although long-term survival is rare [18]. And surgery is often needed for diagnosis and treatment of complications, 
like intestinal obstruction or bleeding [16]. Because multiple metastases are common, the prognosis of MGT is poor even after 
curative resection, with a median survival of less than 12 months [7,14].

Absent of special clinical characteristic, it’s difficult to discriminate between MGT and primary gastric carcinoma. Thus, the 
diagnosis of MGTs is difficult because of its asymptomatic and nonspecific symptoms, which could be modified by the primary 
disease and the effects of treatment such as chemotherapy. Clinically, the diagnosis of MGTs depends on the primary tumor 
history and histopathological examination. It was reported that MGTs were often detected at an advanced stage of the disease [4]. 
Gastroendoscopy usually disclosed a firm elevated lesion with central irregular erosion [10]. Although histologic confirmation 
of the endoscopic specimen is difficult [11-15], endoscopy with biopsy is mandatory to perform a definite diagnosis, and it was 
emphasised by Ambroggi [16] that endoscopy remains today the best diagnostic method to evaluate pathology of the upper 
gastrointestinal tract, in spite of that in some conditions endoscopy can allow false negative results, especially when the tumor is 
submucosal. Endoscopy can be repeated or combined with endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). Frequent endoscopic patterns include 
volcano-like ulcers, multiple nodules bull’s eye appearance, extrinsic mass lesions, ulceration and polypoid tumor masses [14,17].

In our data, 4 patients underwent gastrectomy, of whom R0 resection was achieved in 3 patients with survival of more than 
3 years (case 1, 7 and 8), suggesting a survival benefit. In contrast, 1 patient (case 2) who underwent palliative gastrectomy 
survived with tumor for only 98 days. So our results indicated that R0 resection was associated with better prognosis, especially 
to heterochromous MGTs (3-10 years). Basu et al. [19] advocated systemic therapy for gastric metastases from breast cancer, and 
Ihde and Coit. [20] recommended that palliative surgery be considered for MGTs from melanoma because of the low operative 
mortality and morbidity associated with it. Chemotherapy or hormonal treatment may result in fair palliation in selected patients, 
but it is important to be aware of bleeding and perforation during systemic chemotherapy [21]. Moreover, the evaluation of these 
few clinical cases showed that chemotherapeutic treatment of MGTs does not differ from that of metastases in other sites [22]. 4 
patients with MGTs in our hospital received chemotherapy (case 1, 5, 6, 8), with survival time from 158 days to more than 3 years, 
of whom 2 patients who underwent R0 resection resulted in better prognosis, so we thought that if chemotherapy contributed to 
R0 resection, it might contribute to better prognosis. 

Disscusson

4 patients underwent gastrectomy with intent to cure, but R0 resection was possible in 3 patients and their survival was more than 
3 years (case 1, 7 and 8). In contrast, 1 patient (case 2) who underwent palliative gastrectomy survived for only 98 days. Although 
MGTs suggested a terminal stage of tumor, a radical gastrectomy resulted in a better prognosis for resectable cases, especially for 
heterochromous MGTs, with a life span from 3 years to over 10 years. 4 patients were treated by chemotherapy (case 1, 5, 6, 8), 
with survival time from 158 days to more than 3 years. The longest survival in our series was over 10 years after gastrectomy with 
adjunctive therapy of interferon in case 7.

It’s not uncommon for the stomach to be directly attacked by the carcinoma of organ close to the stomach such as hepatic cancer, 
cholangiocarcinoma, panreatic cancer, colon cancer, etc. But based on clinical and autopsy findings, the stomach was an unusual 
site for distant metastasis, and the reported incidence of MGTs was 0.2-1.7% [2-4], higher than our results (0.12%). Reports on 
this subject were poor and often limited to single case reports, so metastatic involvement of the stomach was not well known. The 
incidence of MGTs in autopsy studies had been reported to be as high as 15% from breast cancer [5], 9% from lung cancer [6], 9% 
from esophageal cancer [7], and 23% from melanoma [8]. Our results suggested that MGTs originated from esophageal carcinoma 
and melanoma more commonly. The stomach receives a rich blood supply, so hematogenous metastasis sounds more possible [4]. 
Tumor cells in the blood could be trapped in the submucosal layer of the stomach and develop as submucosal tumors [2], and the 
localization could also simulate a primary gastric cancer, and any region of gastrointestinal tract, from the tongue [5] to the anum 
[9], could be involved. 

Of MGTs from esophageal carcinoma, primary lesions were most frequently located in the middle of thoracic esophagus, and 
lymphatic invasion, intramural metastases within the esophagus, as well as lymph node metastases, were predominant, and Saito 
et al. [7] suggested that surgical resection be performed when MGT from esophageal cancer was limited to the stomach and < 2 
cm. MGTs are mainly hematogenous [23], whereas a gastric metastasis from esophageal cancer may occur through the submucosal 
longitudinal lymphatic network [7]. 2 patients (case 1 and 2) with MGTs from esophageal carcinoma in our data were male, with 
location of MGTs in upper stomach and higher serum CEA level. As simultaneous MGT, because of close distance between MGT 
and primary tumor, surgery was performed, but both patients died of distant metastasis to other organs.

Breast cancer is the most common tumor in women [24], and common sites of breast cancer metastasis include lungs, liver, bones, 
soft tissue, brain, and adrenal glands [16]. Reviewing the literature, gastrointestinal metastases from breast cancer are rare, and 
among the fragmentary reports, the most frequent site of metastasis was the stomach (60%), and the recurrence could be very late 
[16]. Taal et al. [14] reported that 10 of 51 patients with gastric metastases from breast carcinoma had negative endoscopic biopsies, 
and Oda et al. [25] found that endoscopic findings of MGTs from breast cancer resembled type 4 advanced gastric cancer.
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MGT from hepatic carcinoma was clinically uncommon, and it should be imageologically discriminated among MGT from he 
-patic carcinoma, hepatic metastasis from gastric carcinoma, and double primary carcinoma of both stomach and liver. History of 
hepatitis, higher serum α-fetoprotein (AFP) level, and multiple lesion within liver, might be helpful to discrimination. Pathologically, 
MGT from hepatic carcinoma has to be discriminated from gastric hepatoid adenocarcinoma. Quinquagenarian, common location 
in gastric antrum, higher serum AFP level, significant hepatoid differentiation of carcinoma tissue, early happenning of hepatic 
metastasis, and bad prognosis, were reported to be characteristic of gastric hepatoid adenocarcinoma [35,36]. We reported here a 
case of MGT from hepatocellular carcinoma, who lived for only 158 days after chemotherapy.

About MGT from lung cancer, it was reported that the most common histologic type of lung tumor was squamous cell (33%), 
followed by large cell (29%), and oat cell (19%), and the esophagus was a more common site of involvement than stomach [6]. 
Dysphagia was the most common symptom when the tumor involved stomach, and it was usually radiographically demonstrated 
as “bulls eye” or “target” lesions of the stomach [33]. Besides hemotogenous metastasis, the possibility that sputum with cancer 
cells implanted into the stomach should not be excluded. In our series, a patient (case 6) with simultaneous MGT from small-cell 
undifferentiated carcinoma of lung received chemotherapy for 1 year but finally died of lung cancer, resulting in a bad prognosis.

Oda et al. [25] reported that malignant melanoma was the most common tumor to metastasize to the stomach. The incidence of 
clinical MGTs from cutaneous melanoma was reported to be 2.1% [4]. The majority of gastric metastases arising from malignant 
melanoma were detected within 2 years, most likely due to the rapid progression of the tumor [3,17]. But Pector et al. [34] reported 
one case of a patient who had been alive more than 6 years after subtotal gastrectomy for MGT from malignant melanoma. Our 
data included 2 cases (case 3 and 4) of simultaneous MGT from melanoma in foot, because of simultaneous multiple organ metas-
tases and absent of effective treatment, both patients died in 3 months. 

In conclusion, MGTs are rare, with a male predominance, and the common cause of death was multiple organ metastases. 
Heterochromous MGTs showed a significantly better prognosis than simultaneous MGTs, and a long interval between initial 
radical excision of the primary tumor and appearance of gastric metastasis was found to be associated with good outcome. Thus, 
redical treatment such as surgery should be considered for heterochromous MGTs.
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